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Abstract 

Under the cloud computing background, big data constructs the large-scale cloud database 
through the cloud storage form, it needs to carry on the balanced scheduling to the cloud 
computing background big data, enhances the cloud storage resources equilibrium 
disposition equilibrium and the management efficiency. The traditional big data 
equilibrium scheduling method adopts subspace scheduling method, which has poor 
adaptive scheduling performance for big data in cloud computing background. An adaptive 
link forwarding control based big data equalization scheduling algorithm in cloud 
computing is proposed. In the background of cloud computing, big data stack storage is 
designed to extract the wavelet information entropy characteristics of big data information 
flow in cloud computing background, to construct the link transceiver control mechanism in 
cloud computing, and to calculate the channel equilibrium configuration parameters of big 
data scheduling. Adaptive link forwarding control to achieve big data balanced scheduling. 
Simulation results show that the proposed method can improve big data's load balance in 
cloud computing context, and improve the efficiency of big data's balanced scheduling and 
the ability to balance the allocation of cloud storage resources in cloud computing 
background. 
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1. Introduction 

Computer technology and Internet technology hasten the rapid development of Internet application, 

users share computer resources through the network to the emergence of cloud computing business 

model epoch-making, its computing power is almost unlimited, information services are rich and 

diverse. Users of computing resources and services are readily available, easy to expand, on-demand 

billing. In the cloud computing business model, the cloud data center has become a high performance 

computer centralized, physical server and network equipment scale, but due to the diversity of user 

needs, Dynamic change and the resource heterogeneity of the server will lead to the unbalanced load in 

the data center, which causes some physical computers to be overloaded and inefficient, while others 

are light and idle. Therefore, how to balance the load between physical computers through the 

appropriate resource scheduling algorithm to improve the resource utilization and overall performance 

of cloud data center is a key problem in cloud computing field at present[1]. 

Big data load balancing in cloud computing is an important means to realize the effective utilization 

and sharing of resources, which is divided into task-based load balancing and resource-based load 

balancing. Task-based load balancing refers to the allocation of tasks between multiple computations, 

disks, processes or other resources in order to achieve optimal resource utilization, which is used to 
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reduce computing time. Resource-based load balancing is to achieve the approximate balance of the 

load of each node through the allocation and redistribution of resources, so as to improve the 

performance of the whole system[2]. The commonly used load balancing algorithms include two 

categories: (1) static load balancing algorithms, such as (RR), Weighted Round Robin(WRR), random 

placement algorithm, etc. (2) dynamic load balancing algorithms, such as minimum link algorithm (LC) 

and Weighted Least-Connection Scheduling (WLC), which distribute requests dynamically according 

to the real-time load of the system. In reference [4], it is proposed that Eucalyptus platform uses RR 

scheduling algorithm to distribute virtual machines to different physical machines in order to realize 

load balancing[3]. WRR algorithm uses the corresponding weights to represent the processing power of 

the server, and the larger weights will be allocated to more requests. This algorithm is used in VMware 

resource load balancing. Random algorithm is to randomly assign virtual machine requests to the 

appropriate physical machine[4]. In reference [5], a balanced scheduling model of big data in cloud 

computing based on random scheduling of virtual information resources is proposed, which realizes 

task tradeoff and scheduling through cloud computing, and improves the efficiency of big data in cloud 

computing. However, the algorithm has the disadvantages of long time delay and complex 

computation. 

Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposes a big data equalization scheduling algorithm based 

on adaptive link forwarding control in cloud computing. In the background of cloud computing, big 

data stack storage is designed to extract the wavelet information entropy characteristics of big data 

information flow in cloud computing background, to construct the link transceiver control mechanism 

in cloud computing, and to calculate the channel equilibrium configuration parameters of big data 

scheduling. Adaptive link forwarding control to achieve big data balanced scheduling. Finally, the 

experimental test and analysis are carried out to demonstrate the superior performance of this method 

in improving big data's balanced scheduling capability in cloud computing. 

2. Big data stack storage model and load information flow construction under 

cloud computing background 

2.1 Big data stack storage design in Cloud Computing 

Large cloud database cloud storage technology distributes a large amount of data to multiple service 

nodes for cache analysis, realizes big data's load balance and cloud storage in the cloud computing 

background, and studies the big data equilibrium scheduling in the cloud computing background[6]. 

First of all, build big data stack storage model in cloud computing background to realize the storage of 

cloud resources. Services and cloud computing big data load information scheduling. The entire big 

data equilibrium scheduling control model is represented by a connected stack graph ( , )G V E , where 

V is the set of all nodes in the stack, 0v  represents the Sink node, and in the big data equilibrium 

scheduling model, A V , B V  and A B   are set and each cloud is backed by cloud computing. 

The big data transmission and scheduling set ( 1,2, , )iS i L  satisfies the 
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scene. In the k th time slice, 1,2, ,k L , aggregates the data into the big data equilibrium scheduling 

data set  1 2,  , ., nV v v v  , forms the data aggregation on the stack control center, in the cloud 

computing background, supposes that, in the cloud computing background, 
1, 1,

ˆ :i i i iq c   represents 

the task scheduling vector. For cloud storage system, large big data is divided into three layers 

structure model. The maximum feasible resource pooling flow of big data scheduling set should be 

satisfied with },min{ ',,11, iiiiii dcc   ., respectively. Obviously, this assumption is 
', ',

ˆ :i i i iq d . The cloud 

storage resource scheduling scheme of large database is designed and transferred to each node, and the 

cloud storage resource information of large cloud database is obtained as follows: 

    0cos 2m ms t f t                                                             (1) 
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In the big data stack stored procedure in the cloud computing context, w

hs  can be expressed as: 
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Therefore, big data stack storage design in cloud computing background is realized, which provides 

parameter input for load balancing scheduling[7]. 

2.2 Construction of data flow and feature of wavelet information entropy 

On the basis of the background design and stack storage of large-scale big data cloud computing, the 

grid topology of big data in cloud computing background is divided into three layers, and the feature 

extraction is carried out, and the grid topology of big data in cloud computing background is 

obtained[8]. The structure is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Big data's grid topology in Cloud Computing 

According to figure 1, the base station item in big data in the cloud computing background involves a 

large number of multi-source heterogeneous resources. In the cloud computing background, big data 

scheduling, the storage component of the first layer of the network connected to the Internet, and the 

second layer are connected to the Internet. It is composed of LAN (Local area Network), the third 

layer is session layer, which carries on the information exchange of big data's equilibrium scheduling[9]. 

The gathering scheduling control model of big data's equilibrium scheduling model can be formally 

described as: given a stack. The control set ( , )G V E  and Sink V , look for a data aggregation 

scheduling set 1 2{ , , , }LS S S , so that big data ( ) max( ( ) 1, ( ))TS u TS v TS u   is the minimum. At this time, 

the delay response system expression corresponding to big data equilibrium scheduling node is defined 

as follows: 

[ ( ) ]Y AY B f Y u                                                                (3) 

In the cloud storage resource scheduling of large database in network cloud computing, the length of 

each idle time slice is recorded as 1 2 1, , , mx x x  , the information of big data control node in k  cloud 

computing background is defined as k : 

( ) ( , ( ))ik it G V k U t                                                                (4) 

Where, iU  means cloud computing big data classification attribute, k  is load intensity, ( )t  is the 

trust value obtained by the cloud computing big data query at the last moment, on the basis of this, the 

information flow of big data is constructed, as follows: 

1 2 1mx x x T t m t                                                              (5) 

Wherein, T  indicates the length of big data load balancing scheduling time under the general cloud 

computing background, constructs according to the above information flow, carries on the feature 

extraction, extracts the wavelet information entropy feature of the big data information flow, and the 
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cloud storage of the big database. The frequency modulation law of resource information flow is a 

hyperbolic function, that is: 
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On the basis of the construction of big data information flow, the wavelet information entropy feature 

of big data information flow is extracted, and the wavelet information entropy feature is estimated as 

follows: 
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Where, eigenvalues are 
1 2, , , l    and eigenvector matrix 

1 2[ , , , ]lY y y y  , they are used to control the 

loop stack through feature extraction to achieve balanced scheduling. 

3. Improved algorithm implementation 

Under the background of cloud computing, big data constructs a large cloud database through cloud 

storage, which requires the balanced scheduling of big data to improve the balanced allocation and 

management efficiency of cloud storage resources. The traditional big data equilibrium scheduling 

method adopts subspace scheduling method, which cannot self-adaptively track the time-varying 

coupling characteristics of big data in cloud computing background, and the scheduling performance is 

not good[10]. Aiming at the disadvantages of traditional methods, this paper proposes a big data 

equalization scheduling algorithm based on adaptive link forwarding control in cloud computing. 

Based on the above feature extraction, adaptive link forwarding control is carried out, assuming that 

big data 1{ }N

n nx   forms a new mapping in stack space in the form of vector control as follows: 

1 1 1

1 1N M N
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i m i
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                                                                 (8) 

Where, x  is the time series of load sampling points, and   is cloud computing time delay. A time span 

of big data scheduling is recorded as follows: 
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In the background of cloud computing, we construct the big data link transceiver control mechanism of 

cloud computing, calculate the channel equilibrium configuration parameters of big data scheduling, 

evaluate the weight of classifying attributes[11], and give the efficient function ( , )E i j  of the large-scale 

big data task: 
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Big data resources comprehensive load is: 

1 2 3 4i i i iR wC w D w M w N                                                                (11) 

Under the influence of interference and noise[12-14], the information appears load imbalance. At this 

time, big data scheduling task trajectory A , B  space direction distance is: 

( ) ( )

1
( , ) ,a b a b

i i i i

i AA

h A B x x y y
N

 


  
                                                     (12) 

Where AN  is the covariance vector of the data information flow of A , and big data equalization 

scheduling algorithm produces information acquisition delay as follows: 
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Using adaptive link forwarding control, assuming that big data balanced scheduling stack node, all 

nodes conform to multidimensional normal distribution probability[15], and obtain: 

( , ), , ( , ) ( , )
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( , ), , ( , ) ( , )

h A B if h A B h B A
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h B A if h A B h B A
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In the background of cloud computing, the distance between grids and time characteristics of big data 

scheduling are obtained, and then the optimal scheduling of big data is realized. 

4. Simulation experiment and result analysis 

In order to test the performance of the algorithm in the implementation of cloud computing in big data 

balanced scheduling, simulation experiments. The experiment completed the cloud computing 

background design in 126 computers in 4 cabinets. These machines were connected to big data in a 

large cloud computing background through a gigabit Ethernet switch. The half bandwidth in the 

cabinet was about 14 Gbps,. The machine runs on Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 4.0. with kernel 

version 2.6.9. In parameter setting, big data's degree is fixed at 15 and network node number is 800 

nodes in cloud computing background. A cloud storage resource scheduling set composed of 100 

tasks is constructed, and the whole big data is delimited in fuzzy stack control. It is divided into 16 

virtual reduction detection cells based on which data acquisition and signal model construction are 

carried out. The acquired time domain waveform of big data is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Time domain waveform of big data 

Taking big data given in figure 2 as the test sample, the wavelet information entropy feature is 

extracted and balanced scheduling is carried out. In order to compare the performance of the algorithm, 

we use the algorithm in this paper and the traditional algorithm, and take the response spectrum of big 

data equilibrium scheduling as the test index. The simulation results are shown in figure 3. 

It can be seen from the figure that the spectral peak of the response spectrum of big data balanced 

scheduling is obvious by using the algorithm in this paper, which shows that the proposed method has 

a strong ability of balanced scheduling response and improves the scheduling efficiency of large data 

network load in cloud computing. Further quantitative analysis, this paper designed fuzzy cycle stack 

scheduling model for big data information flow construction and balanced scheduling, in order to 

schedule the fusion rate, The standard deviation and other parameters are used as the test index, and the 

result of big data equilibrium fusion in cloud computing is shown in figure 4. 
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(a) Proposed method                       (b) Traditional method 

Fig. 3 Response spectrum of big data equilibrium scheduling 
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Fig. 4 Scheduling performance comparison 

Figure 4 shows that by using this method, adaptive link forwarding control and balanced scheduling 

design can effectively eliminate incoherent data in the cluster, improve big data's load balance in cloud 

computing background, and improve cloud computing.  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a big data equalization scheduling algorithm based on adaptive link 

forwarding control in cloud computing. In the background of cloud computing, big data stack storage 

is designed to extract the wavelet information entropy feature of big data information flow in cloud 

computing background, to construct the link transceiver control mechanism in cloud computing, and to 

calculate the channel of big data scheduling. Balanced configuration parameters, adaptive link 

forwarding control, to achieve big data balanced scheduling. Simulation results show that the proposed 

method can improve big data's load balance in cloud computing context, and improve the efficiency of 

big data's balanced scheduling and the ability to balance the allocation of cloud storage resources in 

cloud computing background. This method has good application value in big data equilibrium 

scheduling. 
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